Spectacular science for primary schools
Creative Science Australia is a Sydney-based science communication business offering live
science shows for primary schools. Creative Science Australia was established in 2013 by
Jenny Lynch, a skilled communicator with 20 years’ experience working in science and
science communication for universities, government agencies, children’s television and the
toy industry. Jenny develops and presents most of the Creative Science Australia shows
herself and works with a small team of scientists and science communicators who each bring
additional skills and expertise to science show performances and other creative projects.

Five entertaining and interactive shows to choose from:

Jenny Lynch
Science Communicator

Sound Effects Show

Electricity and Energy Show

Years K-6
Get into the groove and feel the vibrations in this
comical exploration of the astounding world of sound,
including hearing, pitch, and amplification. Audience
members become Foley artists as they create sound
effects using everyday objects to tell a strange and
spooky story.

Years 3-6
Sparks fly in this energetic and action-packed
exploration of magnets, electricity, light, and energy
transformations. Audience members are divided into
two teams and play for points in the ‘Electricity Quiz’,
under the watchful eye of a zany scorekeeper.

Syllabus Outcome: ST1-8PW-S

Syllabus Outcomes:
ST2-8PW-ST, ST3-8PW-ST

Freaky Forces Show

Sub-Zero Slime Show

Years K-6
A hilariously hapless student of sports and martial arts
invites the audience to fight the ‘Freaky Forces’ of
gravity and friction. They drop, bounce and slide their
way through some spectacularly funny science.

Years 3-6
A slimy, gooey, and cryogenically cool exploration of
the states of matter and how heat causes a change of
state. Solids and liquids are tested with slime, putty and
wax, and spectacularly cool liquid nitrogen provides
explosive demonstrations of the properties of gases.

Syllabus Outcomes: STe-5PW-ST, ST1-8PW-ST,
ST2-9PW-ST, ST3-8PW-ST, ST3-9PW-ST

Syllabus Outcomes: ST2-6MW-S, ST3-6MW-S

Creative Science Christmas Show — A fun show for a Term 4 celebration!
Years K-6
The ‘Creative Science Christmas Show’ is a celebration of the intriguing world of science,
presented with Christmas sing-alongs and silly Christmas humour. A great way to end the
school year, this festive show features demonstrations with spectacularly cool liquid nitrogen.

The following applies to all primary school shows:
Show duration: 50 minutes
Audience size: 60-120 students per session
Price: $5.50 per student including GST
Minimum charge per school visit: $550 including GST
(equivalent to 100 students @ $5.50 each)
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